Within the **BODY** lives an innate wisdom often overridden by our thoughts and emotions. This wisdom rests, waiting for attention, in the vibrational bandwidths of our energy field. Once experienced as a felt sense in the body, wisdom springs to life as a recognition that the vibration of our emotions, thoughts, our states of consciousness, gives rise to our perceptions and thus our experience of life.

Within the **MIND** exists a stillness that when cultivated introduces the egoic notion of self to the True Nature of Self. This introduction changes our view of reality and our ability to touch the present moment impeccably — without aversion or cling. When the mind quietens, unity awareness emerges without striving.

Within the **SPIRIT** — the divine Spark of Consciousness uniquely expressing itself through you as You — beats a heart of intelligence uniting inner-knowing and the Infinite, unbound by time and space, out-living matter, in tune with the Heart of Creation itself, breathing everything into existence.

---

**The integration of Self is an initiation every human being is destined to undertake.**

Every ancient wisdom tradition teaches this truth. We yearn for this discovery within. The Nine Gates Mystery School invites initiates into total immersion — to interact with ten master teachers in two, 9-day residentialcs, and through intimate, initiatory experiences weave together a journey for awakening the Divine Soul. The integrated teaching of the Druidic, tribal African, Native American, spiritual psychology, Sufi, mystic Christian, Hindu, sacred sound, Kabbalah, and Tibetan Buddhist traditions, catalyze a life-altering possibility.